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McGOWAN GOVERNMENT — STATE FINANCES 
Motion 

HON DR STEVE THOMAS (South West — Leader of the Opposition) [1.10 pm]: With great pleasure I move — 
That this house notes that — 

(a) the McGowan government is in the process of blowing the 2019–22 economic boom, 
which has given it the highest revenues and largest budget surpluses in the history of 
Western Australia; 

(b) the boom has been the result of high iron ore prices and the new deal struck with the 
commonwealth on GST; 

(c) despite this record income, the McGowan government has failed to adequately deliver 
services to the people of this state, and that many of their ministers have failed in their 
tasks; and 

(d) thanks the Morrison federal government for the GST fix that has delivered billions of 
dollars into the state coffers. 

Gee, it would be nice to have unlimited time. 
The PRESIDENT: I note, member, that you are not on unlimited time and that the general approach is that you 
will be given one minute’s notice as you approach the time limit. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President. The McGowan government has been the beneficiary of the 
largest boom that this state has ever seen. It has more money than it knows what to do with. This government has 
overseen a budget surplus of $5.8 billion in one financial year. Last year it had the largest state budget surplus in 
the history of this nation. This government has projected a $2 billion-odd surplus in the current financial year, but 
it may exceed that. I note media commentary last week that said that it might be looking at another $5 billion 
surplus. I think that might be slightly overcooked, but it would not be unusual to think that it might be another 
$4 billion surplus, which would be close to $10 billion of surplus over two financial years. When the state put out 
its budget late last year, it indicated that it was expecting a $15 billion surplus over a five-year period. The most 
astounding of facts is that that may have been an underestimate. This government is rolling in cash. This Premier 
is rolling in his money bin like Scrooge McDuck. This Premier has money raining down on him. He is swimming 
through the dollars. It is an astounding situation in which we find ourselves. It is even more astounding when we 
consider that this is occurring during a global pandemic. Why it that? Obviously, and we would love the Labor Party 
to acknowledge this, nations around the world are investing in infrastructure as an economic stimulus. What does that 
mean? In the first instance, it means that they need to buy a lot of steel. At the same time, Vale, the South American 
company that competes with Rio Tinto to be the biggest iron ore producer in the world, has had a few supply issues. 
At a time of economic demand, if iron ore supply drops off by even five per cent, that does significant things to 
the price. I note that the minister for—I keep wanting to say the Minister for Mental Health. I note that the Minister 
for Emergency Services, in a response yesterday, identified the most recent iron ore price as $US146 a tonne. That 
is not a bad price. I keep reminding members of the response I received from a former Treasurer — 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Apparently it dropped overnight by $US13. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: It is down a bit now. I have been too busy bringing down the government to keep 
that close an eye on the price, but I appreciate that. Even if it has dropped by $US13, it is still well into $US130 
a tonne. I keep reminding members of the former state Treasurer who said in February 2019 that a $US90 a tonne 
average was highly unrealistic. Yet, here we are at $US130 a tonne—down by $US13 a tonne. This government is 
making a motza, President. It is making an enormous amount of money. It should be thanking the iron ore industry 
for that. It astounds me how often I have to listen to the Premier of this state say that it is his government’s good 
financial management that has resulted in this position. He said it again during his Premier’s statement yesterday 
in that other place that shall not be named. He is claiming credit for this good financial management. It would be 
nice if he actually acknowledged that he has not reduced expenditure in the slightest; he has just been the beneficiary 
of some massive income. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Do you acknowledge the debt that you left us? 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: We will come to deficits and debt in a minute. 

He has had a massive amount of money come in. I noted in his statement that he trumpeted that he has managed to 
reduce debt; he has done a really good job. Depending on which measure is used, he has reduced the $33 billion debt 
that he inherited. Some of the debt that grew in that next year might have been attributed to the former government. 
It went up to $36 billion, so let us average the debt that he inherited to $33 billion to $36 billion. He actually inherited 
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a $33 billion debt, but some of that expenditure was locked in; we want to be able to have an honest debate here, 
President. What did he trumpet yesterday that he got it down to? He said it was $32.6 billion. He inherited a debt of 
$33 billion to $36 billion, and he trumpeted — 
Hon Stephen Dawson: You’re actually being a bit disingenuous. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: No, I am not. I have actually been quite honest, because I said that some of the 
$33 billion to $36 billion debt was tied into expenditure. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: The issue was the Treasurers nationally changed the process and how they calculate particular 
things. Previously leases were off book and — 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: There were some accounting changes. Government financial systems did change 
a bit, but the reality is that the Premier has not reduced the debt in the state despite his claims. He has not added to 
it, so well done for that, but he has not reduced it. Members have to remember that this is happening at a time when 
iron ore prices have gone through the roof and we have had $15 billion in surpluses over five years—and increasing 
given the current iron ore price. The question that we have to ask ourselves is: have the people of Western Australia 
been the beneficiaries of all of this cash that has come rolling in or has it actually been the McGowan government 
that has been receiving the greatest benefit? One would have thought that with that level of income coming in, this 
state would have been rolling ahead of every other state and prepared for anything that might come along. What came 
along? The COVID-19 pandemic came along. We should bear in mind that the boom started in February 2019. 
COVID-19 really became an issue at the end of 2019. It did not get into Western Australia until 2020 and by then the 
boom was already in place. At that point, services should have been ready to act. The health systems should have 
been prepared. The housing systems should have been functioning. The government should have been rolling along 
but, as COVID came along, a health crisis developed at a time when this government had more money than it knew 
what to do with. We are still seeing the outcome of this. The government has not been able to manage the COVID 
crisis in any way, shape or form.  
I will give the government this, however, in the same way that I am prepared to accept that the government did 
not increase state debt and has made a minimal reduction in the process. The government did a good job in its first 
two years in terms of cracking down on the borders and keeping COVID out. Let us give it a pass mark for that, but 
that was the easy part. The easy part with COVID was hammering down the borders and keeping everybody out. 
What is the hard part? The hard part is being prepared to live with it when it gets here and having a rational plan 
in place to come out the other end. That is the hard part. What has this government done? It has done pretty well with 
the easy part. It has been pretty good at keeping people out. It slammed down the borders and that allowed the 
Premier to claim credit for keeping everybody safe. 
What has the Premier not done? He has not prepared us for COVID to get here and he has not managed that process 
at all. What he has done is shifted most of the hard work onto the business community. Who is doing all the heavy 
lifting in this? The government has put mandates in place and I have said repeatedly in here that we have been 
supportive of that process, but who is doing the hard work? Businesses are doing the hard work. It is not the 
government at the front door when somebody tries to walk in and their vaccination status has to be checked. It is not 
the government who is having arguments with people saying, “I know that you’re upset that you have to show your 
vaccination status, but that’s the rules put in place by the government”, it is the businesses out there. Businesses have 
to not only do that but also fund those actions. If they have to put somebody on the front door to check vaccinations, 
that comes at a cost to those businesses. If businesses have to remove people, that comes at a cost to them. A hotel 
owner said to me, “We’ve got a long-term client who came in and said to us ‘I’m not getting vaccinated. I’m coming 
in. You need bigger bouncers’.” Businesses have to absorb these costs. 
How has the government supported business? Again, in the early stages when it was about keeping COVID out, 
there were some compensation packages. I will not say that they were great but at least they eventuated. There 
were some difficulties around them and they were always announced after the fact so businesses had no certainty. 
If the government imposed a new set of rules that damaged their operation, there was no certainty for business about 
how government would support them. Each time, they had to go cap in hand and each time the government eventually 
came out and said, “If you were damaged by lockdown, a couple of months later we’ll allow you to apply for some 
compensation.” Compensation should not be for the amount of money a business has lost but it should be timely, 
it should be simple and it should be accessible. Most importantly, it has to be consistent and that is what has been 
missing. For a huge number of industries there has been no compensation. The government rolled out $77 million 
of compensation last week for business. That is $77 million out of budget surpluses of $15 billion. I noted in the 
Premier’s Statement yesterday that, as usual, he was quite derisory of the eastern states. Our net debt position is 
$32.6 billion; it is $136 billion in New South Wales, and in Victoria, it is $150 billion. Do members want to know 
one of the reasons for that? Those states are investing in and supporting the businesses that have to do the heavy 
lifting. In New South Wales, the state Treasurer is jumping up and down saying that the feds should join them in 
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putting money into their program. At least they have a program. We do not have a proper program. They are talking 
about $1 billion and we are talking about $77 million. In a state that is running massive state deficits, they are 
investing in business. Business is being supported. In Western Australia, with massive state surpluses, the government 
is not. I could understand this if the government was therefore out delivering massive services in some other way, 
shape, or form—if everything was running smoothly because of this massive investment. I could understand it if 
ambulance ramping, for example, was not going through the roof, if country hospitals were not having to talk about 
closing down because they could not find staff or if police officers were supported through the process. A poor old 
police officer at the moment has to go out and probably apply lots of the rules that 59 departmental staff in the 
Department of Health should be actioning. The poor old police are at the frontline of this, too. I could understand 
the lack of support if the government was saying, “This money  is being invested to make sure all those systems 
work really well”, but it is not. The systems are not working well. The government did not have a highly functioning 
system in place as COVID hit. This government has been playing catch-up all the way along. Sure, the government 
now says it is investing some money. The funniest thing is when they come out and say, “We’re now investing 
$150 million in health.” We think, “Okay, sure, but you had that $150 million three years ago. It is suddenly needed 
now but you waited three years.” 

If we look at the pipeline of infrastructure that the government is building, it is significant. I will give credit where 
it is due; it is a significant pipeline of infrastructure. Let us look at this in terms of Metronet. Most of the time frames 
for these projects are blowing out massively, in some cases for good reason. There is a very overheated construction 
sector. People are waiting two years for a house. There is a shortage of materials. There is an absolute shortage of 
labour, which the government has not fixed for any industry, be it the agricultural or the construction industry. None 
of that has been fixed, despite $15 billion worth of surpluses. It is probably acceptable, with all of these shortfalls 
that the government has contributed to itself, that it goes, “We’re not going to be able to deliver these projects on 
time, so these projects are going to blow out.” Some of them have blown out by years but the government has savings 
because obviously it is not progressing with those projects at the rate it expected to. Not only does the government 
have massive revenues coming in and budget surpluses it cannot jump over, but it has reductions in expected 
expenditure because it cannot deliver the projects it expected to deliver during this period. This is all deemed good 
financial management. I can imagine; I am just waiting for the Premier to stand up and say, “The fact that we 
couldn’t deliver Metronet on time is good financial management because it gave us more cash to deliver something 
else.” But the government already had the cash at this end. The Premier has the cash at this end and lack of expenditure 
on the other side and he is claiming good financial management. It is the most amazing thing—the Premier claiming 
good financial management. If the Premier fell over a gold nugget on his way home, he would probably claim that 
was good financial management. If he happened to trip over the star of Kalgoorlie or something on the way, he would 
be saying it was great financial management that he managed to stub his toe on a very big gold nugget. 

It is not good financial management to accidentally fall into a good situation. That is probably the most astounding 
part. When the Premier outlined his vision yesterday, there was very little vision in it. There was not much in terms 
of economic reform. There was no taxation reform. As his economic vision, he talked about local government 
reform and land office reform. There was no vision for progressing the state of Western Australia. That is because 
he is in reactive mode. Every day he likes to be able to go out and say, “This is the latest set of figures and I have 
now changed the rules a little bit more. I have shifted something a little bit further.” It has been quite good because 
I have been rostered on for media for the opposition. It has been great because, once a week, the Premier goes out 
and just changes all the rules. He seems to pick the days that I am on the roster, which is fantastic, because then 
I can just say he has changed the rules once again. It is great. It is almost as though he is helping me! He goes out and 
says there is a new set of rules in place and that he has decided this is now how we are going to operate. Businesses 
just shake their heads. A week ago, there was a media conference where the indication was that the government would 
not be giving a week’s notice when it does decide to open the borders or make significant changes. We are not getting 
even a week’s notice. For businesses who roster their staff a week or weeks in advance, he is just going to change the 
rules but not give them any notice. Obviously, the Premier has no understanding of how businesses operate. I am 
beginning to wonder whether there is anyone in cabinet who understands how businesses operate. A couple of the 
members here have indicated that they seem to have an interest in business, and that is great. Maybe we need to get 
them into cabinet so that someone in cabinet will understand how businesses operate and the concerns that they have. 
That does not appear to be happening at the moment. Business needs certainty and consistency. A week’s time frame 
for significant change is an absolute joke. 
I note that the clocks are back up and running again. As much as I would like to work into my debate various ministers 
who have been deficient in the task, I think I might leave that to others. I am going to rest on my laurels of the 
top three of previous debates—the medallists. Other members might like to talk about those who dropped out in the 
heats and the semifinals but I am going to pass over that one. 
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I will finish, I guess. It is a big paragraph (b) and paragraph (d). We have discussed the high iron ore prices—the 
amount of money—but obviously that is not the only major boost that this government has had to its coffers. It has 
also received a significantly good deal of GST from the commonwealth government. It has received a very good 
deal from the commonwealth government. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: The Leader of the Opposition. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President. 
I think the Premier might go out there and stir up the other Premiers and try to get them to make comment et cetera. 
It does not matter how often the federal government says, “We struck this deal, we accept this deal and we’re not 
going to change this deal”, the Premier likes to have us all a bit frightened. The Premier likes everybody to be 
frightened. It is a bit like the COVID stuff. He likes us all to be a bit frightened. He likes to say, “Those vicious baddies 
in the eastern states!” I would say that he pokes the tiger every now and again just to stir it up. Enter New South 
Wales and Victoria — 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Leader of the Opposition. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: The Premier says, “Let’s raise a threat; let’s raise an ire. It’s us versus them.” That is 
what it is all about. That is obviously not the case. He has been the beneficiary of a huge bonus that he has received 
from the commonwealth government, and it would be nice if he was occasionally grateful for that. The biggest 
thing that sticks in my craw on this debate is that a bit of gratitude for the high iron ore price and to the commonwealth 
for the GST fix would actually go a long way. It might prove that the Premier had some humility after all. I will 
wait to see whether we hear a thankyou from this Premier in either direction, because they are deserved. 
HON WILSON TUCKER (Mining and Pastoral) [1.31 pm]: President, I hope you have enjoyed your summer 
break and all the sunshine and hot weather we have had in the city recently. Although we like to whinge about the 
weather here in Perth, I hope we can spare a thought for the northern residents of this state, particularly in the 
Kimberley and Pilbara, who have recently enjoyed a particularly hot summer. We have seen a few records falling up 
there recently. Onslow was declared the hottest place on the planet very recently, with a staggering 50.7 degrees. 
We also saw Roebourne and Mardie hit an all-time high of 50.5 degrees. Karratha also hit its record of 48.4 degrees. 
During all these heatwaves, we have had residents living in public housing in these northern towns who do not have 
access to air conditioners, which brings me to the point of my contribution on this motion. 
President, I think you will agree that air conditioning in the northern part of this state is almost a basic human right. 
When the wet season descends on the northern part, we see all the mosquitoes, Irukandji and humidity come out 
to play, and an exodus of all the tourists and grey nomads, who flee south. Unfortunately, the residents in public 
housing in these towns are not afforded the same luxury and are forced to endure the conditions up there. This lack 
of cooling puts a very vulnerable group of people in a very vulnerable and unfortunate position. In stark contrast, 
the Housing Authority’s Government Regional Officers’ Housing policy guarantees air conditioners for residents 
who live in those properties north of the twenty-sixth parallel south latitude line and in southern remote areas. By 
way of explanation, this encompasses the Kimberley and the Pilbara and intersects the midwest, Gascoyne and 
goldfields. I do not have a problem with GROH residents having access to air conditioners, but I think the same 
luxury and privilege should be afforded to residents within public housing. By not providing the same opportunities 
and services to those people in public housing, we are essentially treating them like second-class citizens. 
To go into some detail, the Housing Authority’s public housing policy dictates that it will provide a ceiling fan, 
and residents in properties built after 1990 will be given an aperture, which is essentially a hole in the wall that 
has been sealed off and they can knock out the timber planks and put a wall-mounted unit in there. There is nothing 
stopping residents from installing their own air conditioners, but keep in mind that we are talking about people on 
a very limited income. For a single-income person living in the north west or a remote area to qualify for public 
housing, they have to be on an income of less than $640 a week. Two people on a dual income are looking at $995. 
I will look at the cost of purchasing an air conditioner. I did a bit of research and calling around, because I am certainly 
not an expert on air conditioners, although I know a bit more now. A 1.4 kilowatt unit is basically enough to cool 
a single room. To cool a very small room, the unit would have to be run for 12-plus hours a day to have any effect 
in high humidity and temperatures in the 40-degree range. The cheapest 1.4 kilowatt unit I could find cost $900. 
A five kilowatt unit, which would be ideal to cool a medium-sized room like a lounge room—it will not cool the 
whole house—would again have to be run for 12-plus hours a day to have an effect. The cheapest unit I could find 
cost $1 200. Keep in mind that these prices do not include the cost of fitting these units. People in public housing 
could be seniors or single parents, and they might not have the means or time to install the unit. They would be 
looking at an extra couple of hundred dollars to get these things in the wall. A small unit for a single-income person 
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or a large unit for a dual-income couple will cost multiple weeks of income to afford. It is a substantial cost for 
someone on a fixed income to afford an air conditioner in these regions. 
There are also the running costs of these units. I did some napkin maths on this. A 1.2 kilowatt unit—keep in 
mind this is a small unit—running for 12 hours a day at 30.63¢ per kilowatt hour, comes out to about $5 a day or 
$280 per billing cycle for 60 days. Keep in mind that this unit will not cool the entire house and this is a very 
conservative estimate. 
A rebate is available in WA for people who live north of the twenty-sixth parallel or within the 50-day relative strain 
index line. For the benefit of members not familiar with the RSI, it is an imaginary circle encompassing a large 
part of the Kimberley and Pilbara. Two groups are eligible for this rebate. For pensioners, seniors and pensioner 
parents with dependent children, the rebate amount is capped at $65.05 a month. That would be $130.10 per billing 
cycle. How many people receive this rebate? I asked a question about this last year. As of July 2021, 2 327 residents 
in WA received this rebate. How many people are in public housing? I asked that question last year and the total 
is 4 530. If members think of a Venn diagram, a lot of people in public housing are not receiving this rebate. The 
rebate does not cover a substantial amount of the cost of running an air conditioner. In my opinion, we should be 
extending this rebate to a larger cohort of people and increasing the rebate for more people, because it does not 
cover the cost of running an air conditioner in these northern climates. 
By now members are probably asking themselves, “Wilson, what are you talking about? Why are you concerned 
about air conditioners? Isn’t this a First World problem?” 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected. 
Hon WILSON TUCKER: That is one of the reasons I am concerned, minister. 
Members might ask why this is an issue. An article that was published in the North West Telegraph on 1 December last 
year included comments by Shelter WA chief executive Michelle Mackenzie. She said that indoor thermal comfort in 
a home was a key determinant of social, physical and mental wellbeing. The article quotes Ms Mackenzie as saying — 

“In prolonged and extreme heat, an inability to keep cool increases health risks, makes it difficult to sleep, 
and can contribute to poor social outcomes including schooling and an increased risk of family and 
domestic violence,” … 

I refer to the Climate Health WA Inquiry report commissioned by the Minister for Health and the Chief Health 
Officer. The final report of this inquiry states — 

Heat often exacerbates existing health issues, placing some people at greater risk. Hot weather is particularly 
dangerous for people who are over 65 years old, have diabetes or have underlying cardiovascular, respiratory 
or renal conditions. People taking certain medications that reduce their ability to regulate heat are also 
affected. The more risk factors a person has, the more vulnerable they are to the impacts of heat. 

The likelihood of public housing tenants having multiple risk factors is indeed high. Approximately 60 per cent of 
public housing tenants are seniors and people with disabilities. This is all painting a picture of a very vulnerable 
cohort of people who have been put in the unfortunate position of having to spend their limited income on air 
conditioners and, if they cannot afford them, incurring additional social, mental health and health outcomes as a result. 
I think we in this place are all familiar with the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, which 
stated that it is virtually certain that hot extremes including heatwaves have become more frequent and intense 
across land regions. Unless someone is a climate change sceptic or denier, what that means is that we are going to 
see more heatwaves and higher temperatures in these hotter areas, and effectively a policy that is already out of 
touch will get worse for people in those areas in the future. It is certainly not going to get any better. 
I refer to the Government Regional Officers’ Housing policy. We have seen some advocacy in this space and some 
better outcomes for those GROH residents from the unions. That has resulted in guaranteed air conditioners in 
those northern areas. That is perfectly fine. Unfortunately, in the public housing space, we have not seen a strong 
advocacy, which has resulted in poorer outcomes. A lawyer called Grace Dudley from the Kimberley Legal Service 
has been making a bit of noise about this issue, and she is planning on producing a report that will outline some 
recommendations to the housing authority, moving forward. I certainly plan on tabling that report and saying more 
about it when it becomes available. 
Just to finish my contribution, a recent Victorian announcement basically stated that 250 000 low-income households 
were being upgraded with the installation of more energy efficient heating and cooling systems. That included 
8 400 community housing properties that will be provided with new energy efficient reverse-cycle air conditioners 
as well. It is good to see that Victoria is looking at the wellbeing of the less fortunate in this case. It is an area that has 
unfortunately been overlooked here in WA. I certainly plan on saying more about this topic in the future. Thank you. 
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HON NEIL THOMSON (Mining and Pastoral) [1.42 pm]: This is a government in chaos. There is hardly a day 
goes by that we do not see absolute chaos in the delivery of services — 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Neil Thomson. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Neil Thomson may continue. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: This is a government in chaos. There is not a day that goes by that we do not see failed 
delivery of services to the people of Western Australia. We see the failed Minister for Health with record ambulance 
ramping, hospitals in chaos, staff shortages, a lack of suitable staff and people not even being able to get the most 
basic services. So failed was the former health minister, the Premier had to sack him and put him in another portfolio—
so failed! Then we see housing in absolute chaos. We see people absolutely desperate for housing. In my part of 
the world, one cannot rent a one-bedroom home for $300. To rent a four-bedroom home privately in the current 
market, it costs up to $1 000 for just a basic home. There is a huge waiting list in our regional towns. I know firsthand 
of people who have been camping in the bush with their families because they do not have anywhere to live. These 
are working people. These people work for a living and have had to live under a tent for months. 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: Under a tent? 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: They have had to live in a tent for months. The minister can mock it, but this is a fact. 
People have to — 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Order! Hon Neil Thomson. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: We see a hapless Minister for Police overseeing the highest crime rate in the Kimberley 
on record. So hapless is this police minister that the Premier has had to intervene and tell the hapless Minister for 
Police to finally get up there and do something. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Order! Order! 

Withdrawal of Remark 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Point of order. The honourable member has told lies about the Minister for Health; 
he is now telling lies about the Minister for Police. I would ask that he withdraw that. It is baseless and not factual. 
He should withdraw. It is Liberal lies. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Order! 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am seeking advice on a ruling regarding the point of order. I would like to do that in 
silence, please. 
Members, I cannot find anything in standing order 44 that would suggest that the comments so far by the honourable 
member breach that order. However, I would invite the member to continue to focus on the content of his contribution 
for the remaining 17 minutes that he has. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Obviously, the President has issued her ruling on the point of order that was raised by the 
Deputy Leader of the House, but regrettably what now remains is exactly what he said. Ironically, it is in fact his 
comments that have breached the standing order. He has accused the member of lying. That remains on the record. 
That is unacceptable and the minister should withdraw. 
The PRESIDENT: Thank you, honourable member. Again, some words are part of the rough and tumble of debate. 
Indeed, in relation to standing order 45, I am unable to hear all the interactions and interjections that go on and 
would ask that every member continues to observe respect for the person on their feet in their interjections. 

Debate Resumed 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Thank you, President, for your support. For the sake of the Hansard record, I am not a liar. 
From the hapless police minister, we are seeing the highest rate of crime — 
Several members interjected. 
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The PRESIDENT: Order! We can continue like this, or we can allow the member to make his contribution, and 
others can make theirs at a future time. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: In the month of December, we saw the highest rate of crime in the Kimberley in almost 
every category. The community bases its judgement on the outcomes on the ground. We see a government in chaos. 
We have an incompetent energy minister. 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: Point of order. 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.  
The PRESIDENT: Minister, order! We have a point of order before the chair. 

Point of Order 
Hon PIERRE YANG: President, I refer to standing order 43, which reads — 

A Member shall only refer to other Members by their title of office or their name. 
President, I think it is highly unparliamentary for the honourable member to call the police minister the hapless 
police minister, or the energy minister the incompetent energy minister. It is highly unparliamentary, and I ask the 
member to withdraw his remarks. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Honestly! Order! 
Several members interjected. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: President — 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Thank you, member. I have called order three times. Thank you. The Leader of the 
Opposition on this point of order? No; a different one. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: On this point of order, President. Just to clarify, I do not think that the honourable 
member was referring to either minister’s name when he gave the description. I think the member needs to re-read 
the standing orders. The standing orders obviously do not refer to adjectives in advance. 
A member interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! This is ridiculous! 
A member interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Member, that is the third time as well. I appreciate that members are finding the chamber 
a little bit unusual, but that does not mean your behaviour needs to reflect that. The Leader of the Opposition was 
trying to make a point in relation to this point of order. Can I just hear the end of that? 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I think I have said most of it, President. 
The PRESIDENT: I was unable to hear it, so could you please repeat it? 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I think standing order 43 refers to the title that should be used, rather than their name 
or their ministerial title, or the electorate that they represent. An adjective in front is not part of their name. 
The PRESIDENT: Thank you, member. I am au fait with standing order 43. What the honourable member was 
mentioning was in relation to standing order 44, “Offensive Words”, which states — 

A Member shall not use offensive words in debate, including offensive words against … — 
This was the member’s point — 

any Member of either House … 
I am considering both those matters. 
On the point of order raised by Hon Pierre Yang, standing order 43, “Reference to Other Members”, is in relation 
to using their title. However, adjectives are also part of a usual debate. 

Debate Resumed 
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The PRESIDENT: I would invite the member, if he wants to get through his contribution, to continue to focus on 
his contribution rather than trying to inflame matters around the chamber.  
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Thank you President, for your advice as usual.  
Let us look at what the energy minister has been achieving lately.  
Hon Kyle McGinn: Let’s consider his competence. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Exactly. Let us consider the competence of the energy minister. A total of 11 000 homes 
had only intermittent power supply for over three days during the summer. What has the energy minister been doing? 
Hon Kyle McGinn: Are you going to sell Western Power still? 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! Member, please keep your contributions through the chair, please face the chair, and 
please do not address personal confrontation across the chamber. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: With respect, President, this arrangement is quite difficult, when a member who is only 
a few feet away is yelling insults and we cannot even see the member. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Hon Neil Thomson, have you a contribution to make? Please continue. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I have a contribution, President. 
We had three days of intermittent power supply. We have seen the stripping of our utilities in order to prop up this 
record surplus—not reinvesting and thinking about how we can make sure our utilities provide services efficiently. 
This mountain of cash that the honourable Leader of the Opposition talked about has been achieved by the stripping 
of our utilities. We are now seeing the outcome of the lack of capital investment into our utilities. We are also 
seeing a lack of investment into housing. The level of investment into social housing is the lowest that we have 
seen in many, many years. This is why this government is in chaos. It has all been covered with the smokescreen 
of COVID management, but, underneath it, once we strip it away, we have a government that is in chaos. Hardly 
a day goes by that we do not see some other crisis looming its head. 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: I think you mean the federal government, don’t you? 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: We are seeing this in the state government. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Please continue, honourable member. I am sure you are well able to speak over the interjections. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: It is difficult with the proximity of certain persons, but I will continue. We see that this 
government got elected on this great idea to reform the public sector. It was going to use the machinery of government 
changes to achieve this great level of efficiency. All it has achieved is a bloated bureaucracy that cannot deliver 
services for our community. 
Several members interjected. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I am back! I am back here to tell members what is going on! That is right. We saw in the 
report State of the WA government sector workforce 2020–21 that in 2017, the headcount of the Western Australian 
public sector was 138 307. This was the government that was going to drive efficiency in government services. 
The headcount is now 150 522. Are we finding that public servants are happier? No, we are not. Most of the 
public servants I talk to say they are unhappy about how the bureaucracy has been stacked with people who know 
more about spinning the story of the Western Australian Labor Party than actually delivering services for the 
Western Australian people. An incredible deficit is undermining the integrity of our Western Australian public 
service, all because of this government’s absolute focus on spin instead of substance. 
Hon Kyle McGinn interjected.  
Hon NEIL THOMSON: The member will be able to see how much better it has become when he comes to my 
region and sees how disastrous the situation is. 
Hon Kyle McGinn: You were up in the Kimberley, weren’t you? 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: There are incredible delays just in the lands portfolio. I talk to people out there who have 
had applications with the Minister for Lands for years. I am talking about Aboriginal people who had approvals from 
the Aboriginal Lands Trust four years ago and are still waiting for their lease. They cannot get that because this 
government does not know how to run anything. 
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We have seen the situation in the Kimberley with our nursing staff under incredible stress. Just yesterday, I saw 
a Facebook post on the Kununurra noticeboard, asking whether people were aware that the hospital is so short of 
nurses that the government is flying them from Perth to cover two and four-day shifts. One of the nurses who has 
been flown up there told me this. That is what is going on. I have spoken directly to nurses who cannot sleep at 
night. They live in Government Regional Officers’ Housing homes in remote towns. Their homes have been invaded 
on multiple occasions. When they have asked GROH to install adequate security, there has been a simple refusal 
because there is no budget for it. We would have thought that the basics of keeping our workers, our public servants, 
safe would be fundamental for the delivery of our services in our communities. The situation is so bad that in the 
town of Wyndham, hospital hours have been reduced because people who are in fear of their safety have left the 
town. This ties back to the comment I made earlier about the hapless police minister, who cannot deliver security 
for our community. 
Hon Pierre Yang: Point of order, President. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Hon Pierre Yang, if you wish to make a point of order, please do so. If you do not, sit down. 

Point of Order 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I will make a point of order for your consideration, President. President, you made a ruling 
on the member adding words to members’ and ministers’ titles, in reference to standing order 43. You provided 
guidance to the honourable member, yet the honourable member repeated what he said beforehand. I respectfully 
ask the honourable member to withdraw his unparliamentary remarks. 
The PRESIDENT: I did not make the ruling earlier, as you suggested. Similarly, there is no point of order now. The 
member used the minister’s title and an adjective to describe him. Adjectives are used all the time in parliamentary 
debate, and you might reflect on that as well. There is no point of order. 

Debate Resumed 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: We can step back from the emotion for a moment, but that emotion is actually expressed 
from my heart after listening to the people of my community. We should just take a moment to pause and think 
about what we should be doing. We should be making sure that ministers of the Crown are across the detail of their 
portfolios and start to present proper evidence to this place about the work they are achieving. It has simply not been 
good enough. Time and again in this place, information is provided in such a way that it cannot be digested by the 
opposition to ascertain whether the government is achieving the things that it says it is through all its spin doctoring. 
We have to move away from that. Let us get some data on the ground. We are seeing the outcomes—record ambulance 
ramping and the shutting down of services within our health system, which is groaning under crisis. We are seeing 
people living rough in order to get by. We are seeing our nurses leaving our regional communities in droves, and the 
government unable to bring staff back to those communities. I have witnessed this first hand. Staff have told me on 
multiple occasions that they have vacancies but they cannot attract people to those vacancies. We have seen that. 
I recommend any member in this place who has yelled from the sidelines to get out there and actually talk to people. 
They should start talking and start listening to people. They should use their ears and listen to what is going on. At 
the end of the day, the poor people of Western Australia will suffer. We are not a developing nation, yet we have 
a power system that is starting to resemble that of a developing nation. We are not a developing nation; we are a very 
blessed nation. I know there are some members opposite who would love this state to be a nation because they 
have this idea that it is. It is not. As a state, WA is part of a federation. Thank goodness we have a federal government 
that has provided record returns in revenues that are going back into Western Australian coffers. The federal 
government provided support in the middle of a crisis through JobKeeper and JobSeeker. 
WA is not a nation, but if it were, it would have one of the highest GDPs in the world. The problem is that we 
have services that are starting to reflect those of a developing nation. Our power is unreliable, our hospitals do not 
function properly and there are people living on the streets. When I come to Perth, I get to walk down the streets 
in Perth and see the homeless. I see people sleeping rough. It breaks my heart to see that because we are so wealthy. 
We have a surplus of $5.6 billion. Members should do their jobs. That is all they should be doing. They should 
stop looking up to the god of Mark McGowan or whatever they think he is—they try to make out that he is state 
daddy or something. The ministers should be doing their jobs, and we are not seeing enough of that. They should 
get on with it and start delivering for the people of Western Australia. 
HON MARTIN ALDRIDGE (Agricultural) [2.07 pm]: It is a pleasure to rise today to support the very sensible 
motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition. I am sure that it will get support from across the chamber today, 
notwithstanding some of the interjections that we have heard thus far. I want to speak to a couple of limbs of this 
motion. Firstly, I want to touch on the second limb of this motion — 

the boom has been the result of high iron ore prices and the new deal struck with the commonwealth on GST; 
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I think the Leader of the Opposition made one omission to this part of the motion—that is, the way in which this 
government has managed royalties for regions. We must not forget that over the next four years, $1.4 billion of 
royalties for regions money will be lawfully laundered from the royalties for regions account and transferred back 
to Treasury. To put that into some context, with the surpluses that are being delivered, it should not be ignored that 
royalties for regions is contributing, wrongly in my view, to the financial boom that the government is expressing 
in its budget papers. We have these debates time and again. The government does not seem too concerned about 
this. In fact, it quite owns the fact that it is literally using entities such as the Water Corporation to cleanse royalties 
for regions money and deliver it back to the state’s coffers. 
Part (c) of this motion is where some of the tension has occurred in the debate thus far today. In the short time that 
I have remaining, I will focus entirely on one aspect of this government. I am not directing that at the gold-star 
minister, Hon Stephen Dawson. I will focus on what is probably the most important portfolio of government at the 
moment—the health portfolio. We have seen a crisis emerge in this portfolio before the crisis has even arrived in 
Western Australia. I am not talking just about in recent days. Today we saw that 115 local cases of COVID-19 had 
been reported to 8.00 pm last night. I am talking about the many, many weeks and months that have led to this 
point. It begs the questions: How prepared are we as a state, as possibly the last jurisdiction in the world to finally 
respond to COVID-19 in the community? How well have we used the financial circumstances that the government 
finds itself in? How well has it used the last two years? How well has it learnt from other jurisdictions about the 
days, weeks and months ahead as COVID-19 develops and spreads throughout Western Australia? There are 
a number of examples in my portfolio responsibility of regional health that I think cast doubt on the answer to all 
those questions that I asked myself about this government’s performance. 
I now turn to a number of regional hospitals. This government has for a long time—in fact, it probably even 
precedes this government—liked to make reference to Western Australia being the largest health jurisdiction in 
the world. I think that is a true statement to make, but it brings with it significant challenges in delivering services 
because of the level of remoteness in Western Australia. How well have we used the financial boom in the time 
that we have had to prepare some of these places? Places like Wyndham in the Kimberley have already downgraded 
their services. In fact, I refer to an ABC article on 20 October 2021 that outlines that Wyndham Hospital, which 
was previously a 24/7 hospital, like nearly all our hospitals are, was effectively downgraded to a daylight service—
7.30 am to 7.30 pm. It no longer provides services out of hours. At the time, the Kimberley regional director of the 
WA Country Health Service, Bec Smith, said that the temporary change in opening hours was an interim solution to 
manage staffing at the hospital while efforts continued to recruit more nurses. I am not quite sure how one would 
define “temporary”, but as I stand here in mid to late February, I would not define “temporary” as being from October 
to February. That is starting to sound like a bit more of a permanent outcome for the people of Wyndham. 
This is not an isolated case. The point I will make on this before I move on is this: can members imagine if this 
hospital were located a little closer to Perth? Rather than one or two stories by the ABC in the Kimberley, can they 
imagine the sort of attention and focus this would have got if the people of the northern suburbs had been told, 
“Joondalup hospital can operate only from 7.30 am to 7.30 pm because, don’t you know, we have a workforce crisis. 
We’re very sorry about that, but it’s only a daylight service and you’re just going to have to deal with it”? 
That takes me to a more recent example at Kununurra Hospital. Members may recall that we have seen quite 
a strange set of circumstances occur up there. I think potentially for the first time in state history, alcohol restrictions 
have been placed on a part of the state. Why? It is because we have a hospital that is about to fail. That is the state 
of health services in the Kimberley, but they are not immune. There are many, many other examples of this occurring. 
As I said, this is the crisis before the crisis. The real crisis is actually yet to get to these communities. I am not sure 
how many of the 115 cases are being actively managed today in the Kimberley, but if there are not any, it will not be 
long. If we need to place alcohol restrictions on communities because we cannot staff hospitals, we have a significant 
problem that I do not think we are talking enough about. I do not think the government has really come clean about 
the implications that this is going to have on its ability to respond to the pandemic in our state. 
A bit closer to home, maternity services in the midwest have been downgraded, with St John of God Geraldton 
Hospital having to cancel all maternity services and shift those services to the public hospital in Geraldton. Again, 
it is because of workforce-related pressures. I have seen in recent days that there has been some movement on that 
front, with the provision of some services returning to Geraldton. Some might say that this is not the state’s problem; 
this is a private hospital. But private hospitals are not immune from workforce pressures either. What people may 
not know is that people in the midwest, along with members of Parliament, had been pleading with the previous 
Minister for Health for a number of years to support the local training of midwives in the midwest, but he refused. 
These arguments were put to the then health minister well before COVID-19 was something that we were all 
talking about. He suggested at the time that there was no demand or need for an increase in training for midwives, 
particularly in the midwest. Unfortunately, the local university, Geraldton Universities Centre, did not launch its 
midwifery training program because of former Minister for Health Hon Roger Cook. I think his decision was wrong 
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and the evidence of that is that we now have chronic shortages of midwives in particular, but also of other health 
professionals in Western Australia, to the point at which leaked emails from country health executives to nurses 
and midwives have indicated that they want them to do short rotations, particularly in the Pilbara and the Kimberley, 
with words like “name your price” and “imminent service failure” included in the emails. That does not indicate 
to me that we have a regional health system that is prepared for COVID-19. 
I now turn to the small town of Three Springs. For those members who might not be aware, it is a small community 
on Midlands Road in the midwest region. Quite a range of towns surrounding Three Springs are serviced by it. 
Just recently, it was uncovered that there was a plan on foot to downgrade, if not close, the Three Springs hospital. 
When I arrived in Three Springs with the local member, the member for Moore, we spoke to community members 
who had people in the aged-care section of the hospital. They had been given dates for their transfer and had been 
told about arrangements for their gophers and other mobility devices to be transported to the new location. We 
spoke to staff who had been told about their allowances to travel between Three Springs and Morawa. Despite all 
this, the WA Country Health Service and the state government have denied that any such plan existed. This is not 
happening just in Wyndham, Kununurra, Geraldton or Three Springs; it is happening in just about every regional 
town. There are literally too many stories to tell in the eight minutes or so that I have remaining, but these are all 
evidence in my mind that we are going to find ourselves in some real trouble before too long. 
Members might dismiss these cases and say that they are just a few small towns in a few remote areas of the state, 
but today I received from the Minister for Health an answer to a question on notice about Northam Health Service, 
one of our major regional hospitals. Northam is hardly a remote place. Members could leave Parliament today and 
be there within an hour or so. I asked this — 

what is the approved FTE staffing level for nursing staff at the hospital: 
The answer I was given was 61.1. I asked — 

what is the current permanent FTE staffing level; 
The answer was 41.7. 
Even at Northam Health Service—hardly a remote place—we are 20 nurses short, according to this answer to my 
question on notice that I received today. It gets more interesting. I asked — 

what is the approved FTE staffing level for doctors at the hospital; 
The answer was 13.2. I also asked what was the current permanent staffing level for doctors at the hospital. The 
answer was zero. 
I refer back to Three Springs for a moment. At a community meeting there, we learnt that Three Springs hospital 
had a nurse staffing profile of 10 staff, but it was operating with four staff. Members can understand the impact 
that this is having on the staff who remain. It was probably six or seven months ago that I got a real appreciation of 
it for the first time. I was at a public event and a nurse came up to talk to me about her experience and how she was 
leaving the job that she loved because she could not withstand the pressure and the expectation any longer. This is 
the problem that we now have and the spiral that I think we are now in. As our hospitals become more and more 
short-staffed, we are seeing more and more people leave because of the demands placed on them. I refer back to 
the hospital in the Kimberley. A nurse up there wrote to the Premier and then Minister for Health Roger Cook to 
demand action after she was required to work a 112-hour roster in her first fortnight at the hospital in Wyndham. 
Welcome to Wyndham; you never get to leave the hospital! Therefore, members can understand the pressure. It really 
struck home for me when this nurse approached me, unsolicited, at a public event, and said that despite every 
inclination in her body, she could not keep doing the job that she loved because of the circumstances that she faced 
every day in the health system. I think that spiral will continue. 
I also want to talk about something that is happening in the Kimberley. I found it interesting to learn, over the break, 
that despite all the noise from the United Workers Union, the government, the ambulance inquiry and all the things 
that are going on about whether ambulance services should be state run or whether St John Ambulance is still 
a suitable organisation to run our ambulance service—members might not be aware of this because it has been slipped 
out in the darkness of night—the state government has privatised the ambulance service in the Kimberley. I thought 
the Minister for Health was a rising star of United Voice, and I thought the position that union put to the ambulance 
inquiry was anti-privatisation. In fact, it wanted to bring it all back under state control. Yet in the Kimberley, we are 
seeing the privatisation of health services. We cannot deny the fact. That is what has occurred in the Kimberley in 
just the last two months while we have been on recess. This is a government that likes to keep putting out media 
statements that refer to the return of privatised health services to public hands. When we get a response from the 
government, it will be interesting to see whether some explanation is given for that set of circumstances. 
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One of the things that also concerns me is the availability of testing services, particularly polymerase chain reaction 
testing services, for COVID-19 outside the Perth metropolitan area. I have written to the health minister on this 
but received no response. Communities throughout Western Australia do not have reasonable access, in my view, to 
PCR testing. There are communities that do not have public hospitals. Not every public hospital is providing PCR testing. 
Some people in communities not too far from here will need to travel 250 kilometres or more for a nasal swab, yet in 
the daily press conferences we hear the Premier and the minister say, “Test, test, test! Vaccinate, vaccinate, vaccinate!” 
But what are they doing about making testing services available? As I said, I saw a press conference yesterday with the 
health minister and the Premier showing off their rapid antigen tests to the rafters in a Perth warehouse, but why are 
some of those rapid antigen tests not making their way to some of these communities’ most vulnerable or those who 
have less access to PCR testing? Once again, I await a response from the health minister on that front. 
The last failure that I think is directly relevant to the issue in this motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition 
is the complete failure of this government to redevelop Geraldton Health Campus. In 2017, the Labor Party committed 
a grossly inadequate sum of money—$50 million—to redevelop the hospital. It then budgeted some $73.3 million. 
At the last election, it was predicted that the redevelopment would cost in the order of $120 million. It now appears 
that the government has walked away from that redevelopment and that it will not happen anytime soon. This 
hospital in the midwest is already facing significant demand pressures. The first stage of the project was to develop 
the car park and the new front entrance to the building. If members visit Geraldton, I urge them to go to the regional 
hospital. Members, I kid you not; it has a lovely new entrance that cannot be used because the government has not 
committed to stage 2 of the development inside the hospital, which would have connected the front entrance to the 
new emergency department. It has not proceeded. You actually cannot make this stuff up! At a time when people 
in the midwest could actually have used an increase in services, particularly acute services, mental health services 
and in the number of intensive care unit and high-dependency beds, this government has withdrawn the tender and 
walked away from it. This commitment was made by the Labor Party on two occasions in 2017. It recommitted to 
its plan for Geraldton in 2021, but it has walked away from that commitment and from the health needs of the 
people in the midwest. 
The last thing that concerns me is that we now have probably the least experienced member of cabinet as our health 
minister. We will face significant problems over the coming weeks and months, and I really do hope that the 
government is going to improve. 
HON STEPHEN DAWSON (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Emergency Services) [2.27 pm]: It is my 
pleasure to rise this afternoon to speak on behalf of the government on this motion. It will be of no surprise that 
we do not support the motion. In fact, it is ridiculous, and I will outline why in a second. One of the comments 
that Hon Dr Steve Thomas made in his contribution was that we have been playing catch-up all along. I think that 
is what he said. Can I just remind members opposite that we have been fixing the mess left by your mob! I make 
the point, of course, because you were not here for the past four years, honourable member. You were not in this 
chamber and you were not a member of the last Liberal–National government, but there are others in this place 
who were in this chamber—many of your colleagues—and they should hang their heads in shame for where they 
left this state. 
It is good, though, that Hon Dr Steve Thomas, the shadow Treasurer, acknowledged the strength of the 
Western Australian economy over the last two years. I am not sure whether the honourable member is aware that 
we have been going through a global pandemic and that it has caused one of the largest economic shocks we have 
seen not only in Western Australia, but also around the world; yet, we have come through that in fine form. To say 
that we have blown the economic boom is perplexing at best and probably ridiculous. Western Australia’s 
economy has performed better than that of any other state in the nation, and it has put us amongst the best in the 
world during this COVID-19 period. In fact, we are probably one of the best since the COVID-19 pandemic began. 
Throughout the pandemic, through the experiences of countries across the world and, indeed, around the country, 
we have seen that we have had the best health and economic outcomes, and we should not forget that.  
I am not saying that everything has been rosy. We have been through a pandemic. As I have said in this place 
before, millions of people around the world have tragically died over the past few years. Economies have been 
crippled over the past few years, yet Western Australia has been in a privileged position. This is not because of 
good luck but because people have worked incredibly hard to keep the economy safe and strong and our people 
safe and strong. We have had naysayers from the opposition benches all the way along: “Open the border. It’s okay. 
If you have to change the date, we won’t say anything.” The date was changed because of health advice and what 
did opposition members do? They criticised us—criticise, criticise, criticise. They have not made one constructive 
comment or contribution over the past couple of years and that is shameful. As I said earlier today, they should 
hang their heads in shame. 
Our domestic economy has been the strongest of the states. It is growing by 6.1 per cent relative to the pre-pandemic 
levels. The Western Australian economy has carried the nation throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. It has accounted 
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for 40 per cent of growth in national gross domestic product over the two years of the COVID-19 pandemic—the 
highest in the nation. Western Australia’s contribution to growth of $11.4 billion was more than double that of 
New South Wales, and with only one-third of the population. The state’s economy, as measured by gross state 
product, is forecast to grow by 3.5 per cent in 2021–22, which will be the strongest growth in eight years. This 
follows growth of 2.6 per cent in 2020–21 and one per cent in 2019–20. Over the last two calendar years of the 
pandemic—2020 and 2021—retail turnover grew by an average of 9.8 per cent in Western Australia, which is again 
the strongest of the states and territories. Building approvals, supported by the McGowan government’s building 
bonus, grew by 38.4 per cent in 2021, which was the strongest of all jurisdictions. Annual approvals peaked at 
over 28 000 in August 2021 with a record growth of 104.1 per cent. Our labour market is also strong. We have the 
strongest labour market in the nation. The latest Australian Bureau of Statistics labour force data for December 2021 
showed that this state’s unemployment rate fell to 3.4 per cent. That is the lowest level in 13 years and well 
below the national unemployment rate of 4.2 per cent. In 2021, an additional 67 314 Western Australians gained 
employment. That is the largest calendar year figure on record. This included an additional 55 328 full-time jobs. 
Our participation rate is the strongest of the states at 69 per cent. Treasury is predicting that the unemployment rate 
will remain very low over the next four years at four per cent by 2024–25. Employment is expected to grow by 
3.75 per cent this financial year again—again, the highest growth in a decade. 
Earlier on I mentioned the Australian Accounting Standards Board 16, which is the leasing issue that I wanted to 
put on the record. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas: Just before we do, do you want to have a crack at the non-inflationary limit of unemployment? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If I get time within my 20 minutes, I might go back to that. If I do not get to it, the 
member has his five minutes at the end of the debate in which he can put the matter on the record. 
In the 2019–20 budget, three new accounting standards took effect. This included AASB 16 that dealt with the 
treatment of leases and brought operating leases and associated leased assets onto the balance sheet for the first 
time. These changes were unavoidable and applied to both public and private sector financial reporting in Australia 
and were in line with updates to international financial reporting standards. AASB increased net debt by bringing 
operating leases to book as financial obligations, in the same way that finance leases are treated. Operating leases 
have been a standard financial vehicle for both public and private sector entities for decades. For the Western Australian 
public sector, these leases typically represent a rental arrangement and have generally been used for the purposes 
of accessing office accommodation, public employee regional housing, vehicle fleet arrangements and equipment 
hire. AASB 16 added a forecast $2.2 billion to total public sector net debt at 30 June 2023. The Treasurer has 
backcast the state’s net debt levels to provide comparable data of net debt levels, including the impact of operating 
leases. The Treasury analysis states that if the 2016–17 Government mid-year financial projections statement were 
reversed to include the impact of AASB 16, total public sector net debt under the previous government would have 
increased to an estimated $43.7 billion compared with the reported forecast of $41.1 billion. This shows that net 
debt increased from about $5.57 billion in June 2008, when the previous Liberal–National government came to 
office, and it placed the budget on a path to $43.7 billion in 2019–20—almost an eightfold increase in debt! If we 
are talking about blowing budgets or bad financial management, this highlights the gross financial mismanagement 
of the last government. Again, members opposite should hang their heads in shame. They have the gall to come 
in here today and say that we are blowing the budget. Guess what? The honourable member should look in his 
own backyard. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas interjected. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I know that I cannot blame the member because he did not sit on the Treasury bench, 
but his colleagues did and they are standing up today and taking pot shots at us—outrageous! 
It is wrong to suggest that good financial management is simply luck and that the strong revenue boost is just from 
iron ore and the GST. A great deal of difficult decisions were made by this government in its first two years—just 
ask public servants, members in this house and people in the community whose wage increases were put on hold. 
We had prudent iron ore forecasts in the budget and we stuck to those. We did not spend based on what might 
come in—the never-never. We based our budget on prudent iron ore forecasts. We had a productive approach to 
engage with the commonwealth on the GST. We did not spend on the basis that a deal would be magically done. 
I urge the shadow Treasurer to read the daily newspaper in this state and he will see that more states across the country 
are seeking to undo the GST reforms. The member’s mate from his mob in New South Wales has been the most 
vocal person on trying to take it off us. I have not seen the member out there condemning him or his government. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas interjected. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, not at all. The shadow Treasurer seems to think that it is fair that WA has, by far, 
the worst GST ever received by any state. He also thinks that we should be thankful for the commonwealth’s raw 
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deal when our net contribution to the commonwealth is still, by far, the biggest of any jurisdiction. We are just getting 
a fairer share than we ever got before. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas interjected. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We did the deal and we are getting a fairer share. We should not be thankful for it! 
We should have been getting it all along. Did the member’s mob deliver it? No, they did not. In the previous 
Liberal–National government’s eight and a half years in office, or whatever it was, it did not deliver. 
In relation to the pandemic, I think that the comment made was that the government has not prepared for the pandemic. 
I said it yesterday and I am sure I will say it again: there is no pandemic handbook on a shelf. We have been through 
an extraordinary two years. The world has been through an extraordinary two years. How have we fared? We have 
money in the bank and the economy is running. Although we have had 10 tragic deaths, we have not had the same 
number as our brothers and sisters in the eastern states or, indeed, other countries around the world. We have fared 
incredibly well. We have not had lockdowns for six to nine months because this state has been managed appropriately. 
Clearly, the government has prepared us for the pandemic. Around $10 billion has been committed to dealing with 
the pandemic, with about $5.8 billion either already spent or forgone in revenue had we collected fees and charges. 
The shadow Treasurer is saying that it was not right to delay the reopening of the border despite the chaos in the 
other states earlier in the year. He does not agree that we should have given more time for people to get booster shots, 
despite the evidence that it saves lives. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas interjected. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I want to place on the record the comments made by some of the member’s opposition 
colleagues last year. The opposition repeatedly stated that they would understand if the date for reopening had to 
change. Libby Mettam, the member for Vasse, said she would not criticise the government if the date had to change. 
This is another demonstration that you mob on that side continue to play politics. Members opposite do not care 
about the economy, about businesses in the state, or about the health of individuals. All they care about are sound 
bites. That is all they care about. In the Legislative Assembly on 10 November last year, Hon Mia Davies said, in 
reference to the Premier — 

He did not want to be in the position of setting a date and having to shift it … I have said repeatedly that 
Western Australians understand that this is a somewhat fluid situation. 

On the same day in the Legislative Assembly, Libby Mettam said — 
We have stated consistently that if that date had to change, the WA community would overwhelmingly 
support it and it understood that that may be the case and it may have to change if the health advice 
required it. 

The Deputy Premier commented in response — 
When the member for Vasse says, “Set a date, and if you need to change it, that is fine; we will not critique 
you or anything like that,” quite frankly, that is absolutely laughable. The member for Vasse must think 
that we just came down in the last shower of rain if she thinks we think that she is not going to criticise us 
every step of the way. 

Then, the member for Vasse replied, “I wouldn’t.” 
In the Legislative Assembly on 19 October last year, Hon Mia Davies said — 

It needs to put a date. People in Western Australia will understand if that date needs to be moved. 
She goes on further — 

I think the Premier needs to trust the people of Western Australia. We have been living with this situation 
and watching what has happened in other states; we understand that there will always be riders on these 
plans—these dates. 

She went on — 
We understand the unpredictability of the disease we are facing, but the Premier need not fear that the 
public will not understand that the settings in any plan may be only indicative. 

She said those things. They both said those things, yet, on an almost daily basis, they are out in the community 
condemning us for keeping the health of Western Australians front and centre of our decision-making. They are 
condemning us for continuing to follow the advice of the Chief Health Officer. They cannot have it both ways. 
We have delivered for the people of Western Australia and we will continue to deliver. The opposition can take 
all the pot shots they want but, honestly, people have been telling lies over the past two months. That is certainly 
my view. 
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On the matter of the compensation that is being spent by other states on the eastern seaboard, some would argue 
that the compensation on offer in those jurisdictions may well be due to the mismanagement of the pandemic in 
those jurisdictions. Some would say the reason is that they went straight from very long lockdowns due to Delta, 
straight into shadow lockdowns due to Omicron. Of course, their situation means that they need to pour billions 
more than we do into supporting their businesses. If we are going to talk about debt levels, which people in this 
place like to talk about, this will double or triple the debt levels in those jurisdictions. Our economy has remained 
open and continues to perform strongly. The assistance to our businesses has matched our situation. The assistance 
to tourism operators or international education providers or the events and the aviation sector were timely and 
targeted to support those impacted sectors. As I said yesterday in a different debate, government continues to 
monitor and work with stakeholders. Ministers—the people the opposition seeks to condemn this afternoon—are 
out there, working with stakeholders, listening to stakeholders. If we have to take further action, we will do so at 
the appropriate time. 
I am running out of time so I might not get back to Hon Dr Steve Thomas’ issues. He might have to ask me a question 
at some stage so I can give him an answer. On our health system, in terms of playing catch-up all the way with our 
health system, which I think is essentially paraphrasing what was said, our investments in our health system have 
been massive over the past few years. That has been to ensure the system is able to respond when we reopen our 
borders fully and it is able to respond as we continue to have tens of thousands of people come into Western Australia. 
I think the figure yesterday, since Saturday 5 February, was that approximately an extra 30 000 people have come 
back into Western Australia over that period. We invested $3.2 billion in the 2021–22 budget, with the equivalent of 
a new tertiary hospital coming online, or 530 new beds. Based on Public Sector Commission data, the number of 
health FTEs has increased by about 3 800 FTE between the March 2020 quarter and September 2021 quarter, which 
is a 10.4 per cent lift in staffing levels across our health system. Over the past 12 months alone, WA Health added 
almost 1 200 additional nurses and 370 doctors. That is despite woefully inadequate funding from the commonwealth 
for GPs, because we get the lowest per capital of any state. I do not see that in the motion before us today.  
Why is the opposition not out there condemning the commonwealth for not giving us our fair share of Medicare? 
Why is the opposition not condemning the commonwealth because it does not give us doctors in regional 
communities? It is because opposition members only like playing politics, and they only like playing politics with 
the far sight. And, of course, there is a federal election on the way. That is what this motion before us is about! 
It is a stunt for their federal colleagues. Opposition members do not say what they are not doing. They do not 
say that they do not give us doctors in regional Western Australia. People can talk about hospitals and nurses in 
regional Western Australia, but no-one mentions doctors. No-one mentions doctors in Western Australia and the 
fact that we do not get our fair share of Medicare. We do not get our fair share of funding for general practitioners 
in this state. Western Australia recorded the best performance of any state or territory for patients being seen within 
four hours in emergency departments; it was 71 per cent in 2021–22, compared with the national average of 
67 per cent. 
Labour shortages are being experienced right across the country, in whatever business and whatever industry, and 
we hear that time and again. If members look at the Department of Education, Skills and Employment job vacancies 
data that came out today, at a state and national level, job vacancies are at their highest level since 2008. The labour 
shortages that we are experiencing in Western Australia are part of the same pressures that are being felt across 
the country in construction, health and the agricultural sectors. It is across the board. We are working incredibly 
hard with industry to make sure that the levers are in place to pull to enable us to get more workers into the state as 
quickly as possible, to enable us to deal with these shortages. It is fair to say that, over the past couple of years, with 
the borders closed and with COVID around the world, doctors and nurses went home. Doctors and nurses did not 
come. Backpackers did not come. It is not just backpackers. Trained professionals who ordinarily come to Australia 
because of the quality of life here did not come. Hopefully, that will change over the next little while.  
I have 28 seconds left, which is not long; 20 minutes is not long. We have to look at these standing orders. I know 
Hon Martin Aldridge and Hon Dr Steve Thomas would have liked more than 20 minutes. The motion today is 
farcical. It is ridiculous. It is hyper-political. I will not mention the contribution of the hapless Hon Neil Thomson, 
who is away from the chamber on urgent parliamentary business. 
HON DONNA FARAGHER (East Metropolitan) [2.47 pm]: I rise to also make a contribution to this motion. 
I indicate that my comments are particularly with respect to paragraph (c) of the motion, which states — 

(c) despite this record income, the McGowan government has failed to adequately deliver services 
to the people of this state, and that many of their ministers have failed in their tasks; 

I appreciate that there are a couple of others who want to speak as well. I want to focus my attention on a group of 
individuals who do not have a vote but who, every day, have decisions made for them by their parents, their teachers, 
by carers and who every day have decisions made for them by ministers and their departments and their agencies. 
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Of course, I am talking about children. I have heard the government say, on many occasions, that they are absolutely 
focused on children. I have to say that I do not share that enthusiasm. A little while ago, I heard a minister talking 
about all the wonderful things that the government was doing for the community services sector. Not once was the 
word “children” used yet, decisions that are made every day by this government, by ministers in this place and in 
the other place, by their departments and agencies are impacting those children. In recent times, we have seen there 
have been a number of quite damning articles in The West Australian about the Department of Communities, 
particularly child protection issues that our shadow Minister for Child Protection, Hon Nick Goiran, has also been 
raising for quite some time. 
The simple fact is that the Department of Communities is just far too big. It reports to far too many ministers. All 
the while, it seeks to support some of the most vulnerable in our community, including people with disability, people 
who are homeless or at risk of homelessness and, of course, children. My colleagues and I have repeatedly stated 
both in this house and outside of it that that mega-department is a recipe for disaster, and it is not just us. The various 
relevant sector groups have also said the same thing. Yet, this government, particularly Minister McGurk, about 
whom I could use some adjectives, but I would probably have a point of order raised against me, has refused to listen. 
An article appeared this week in The West Australian written by a former colleague of ours in this house, Linda Savage, 
entitled, “Our kids don’t get a fair go”. I do not intend to read the entire article, but there are a couple of things that 
everyone in this house should listen to. She says — 

Everyone agrees children deserve, and have the right to, a safe and supportive childhood, and the same 
opportunities in life regardless of the circumstances of their birth: who their parents are, the colour of 
their skin and where they live. 
The conditions, it seems, could not be more favourable for ensuring all children have a fair chance in life. 
But on this matter you would be wrong. 

While Australia is happy to boast about its liveable cities, its decades of uninterrupted economic growth, 
its ability to punch above its weight and its efforts to ward off COVID-19, it is less vocal about where it 
ranks in outcomes for children. 

She is right. It is not just a matter for the state, it is across the board, but this state government needs to do more. I am 
particularly concerned with the number of programs, especially in early childhood, that are either being delayed by 
this government or flatly ignored. I will use just one example. I have raised it in this house before and I will continue 
to raise it. It is allied health services for children.  

What do we know? Despite the huge budget surplus, and the minister reinforced that his in response just now, 
it seems that this government is absolutely incapable of finding an even small amount of funding to help start 
to address some of the ever-increasing wait times for children trying to access critical allied health services and 
paediatricians. This is despite the fact that the government’s own Department of Health put in a business case for 
$2.5 million in additional funding. The government did not want to tell me that. One of its officers kindly provided 
me that information, I think by chance, during the estimates period. That was for $2.5 million. That business case 
was put in the system well before the 2021–22 budget. I repeatedly asked this government about information on 
the business case, and I was repeatedly told by the minister at the time that it was cabinet-in-confidence; it was 
budget-in-confidence. That was even after the budget was delivered. It was almost comical during the budget 
estimates process when I was asking questions of the minister representing the minister, and I appreciate he was 
put on the spot on the matter, but he could not answer the question, the officers could not answer the question—
no-one could answer the question.  

I can get frustrated about it and I can keep on asking questions, but while I am getting frustrated and asking those 
questions, children are missing out. Children are missing out on vital support they need to help them develop. They 
are missing out on vital support they need to help their learning and education and missing out on vital support to 
help them to communicate successfully with their parents, family members, teachers and friends who they want to 
make in the playground. That might not be an issue for us here right now in this chamber, but it is for those 
children. I get sick and tired of people saying they are doing this, that and something else for children. They should 
show me that they are doing it. They should not delay. Give the children this funding. 

Between December, when I last asked the question, and now, the minister might have miraculously provided it. 
I do not think so, but if they did, I would congratulate the government for doing so. The reason I am unhappy about 
this is that when it comes to looking at the figures for wait times these are it; these were released to me last October. 
The wait time is 8.7 months for speech pathology—these are the wait times for metropolitan services for a kid to 
get a first appointment. It is 7.8 months for occupational therapy and nine months for physiotherapy. In August 
last year, it was 10 months to see a clinical psychologist. Staggeringly, it was 16.1 months to see a paediatrician. 
That is not good enough. Yesterday, I asked a question of the minister, again, about up-to-date figures on the wait 
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times to see a paediatrician. Have they gone down? No. The wait time is now 16.4 months. It is not good enough 
that a child in Western Australia has to wait nearly an entire school year to access a speech pathologist, an OT, physio 
or a clinical psych. That is not good enough. I do not think anyone in this house would say it is good enough. It is 
not. It is not just me saying it. There are paediatricians saying it and there are parents saying it. It is completely 
unacceptable that a child has to wait nearly a year and a half to see a paediatrician. If we put that into some 
perspective, a kindy kid who is four years old, has to wait nearly a school year to see a speech pathologist. That is 
a quarter of their life already. Is that good enough? No, it is not. 

I appreciate that more than one reason can contribute to these delays, and I am not saying that other governments 
have not struggled with this. I accept that. We know that this government has had a business case put to it by its 
very own department asking for more money, and it was not asking for $100 million—I think it would be great if 
it got it—it is asking for $2.5 million. I understand that the department might be trying to readjust some of its own 
funding to be able to prop this up a little bit more. That is good of the department to do that, but what other part of 
the department is now missing out? 

I have a few other things to say, but I am conscious that others want to speak today. I appreciate that more than 
one reason can contribute to these delays, and I think the government needs to look outside the box. I have tried 
to put forward some positive suggestions on how some of these issues might start to be alleviated. We could look 
at things slightly differently, for example, bringing speech pathologists into primary schools. I and others think that 
that is a very good idea. I wish that the government would in good faith be prepared to look at that. I am not here 
today to simply have a crack at the government. It would be easy to do for 20 minutes, there is a lot of fodder there, 
but I am here to say that this is not good enough. We do have to talk about children more. They do not have a voice 
in this house, but we do. From my point of view $2.5 million—the government should give the department more 
while it is at it—is not too much to ask. It is not too much to ask this government to support what its department 
actually wants and to support children who otherwise have to wait nine months to see a speech pathologist, eight months 
for an occupational therapist, nine months for a physiotherapist, 10 months for a clinical psychologist and 16 months 
for a paediatrician. I would like the government to make a positive decision and actually give some support to 
these kids when they need it most. 

HON DR BRIAN WALKER (East Metropolitan) [2.59 pm]: I have to confess that, sitting on that side of the 
chamber, being addressed as “that mob on that side” left me a little bit perplexed. But it is something I take on board, 
because I would argue that every side ought to be looking closely at what is actually happening. 
Looking at the last part of the motion that has been moved, I very much share the view of the minister. I would 
deeply regret giving thanks to Morrison for giving us back our own money. I think it is stupid. We paid so much 
in GST and got so little back, it was downright disrespectful. This is from all sides. We find that certain Premiers 
are demanding to change this so that they can take more of our hard-earned money in GST revenue and then give 
it back to us and expect us to be thankful—who are we? The peons, the slaves, the hoplites? 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas: Can I ask you, then, if in certain years Western Australia got more money than the other 
states and was subsidised, would you be equally offended on behalf of the other states that they had to subsidise 
the state of Western Australia, if that possibly occurred? 
Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER: I thank Hon Dr Steve Thomas for the question. I think that every state ought to 
do its best to manage its own budget within its limits rather than depend on the charity of other states. But looking 
at the windfall that we have, I say that we need to be careful with how we manage that. I could criticise both 
sides on this equally well. We have $5 billion there to spend. Looking at health services in particular, I see that 
there is a lot to be desired, but who is going to do this? I have said before that if I were the health minister—God 
forbid, we could all echo—I would not know how to make this happen, and I know the difference between 
idiopathic pharyngeal erythema and idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, something that the current minister would 
struggle with.  
We could ask both sides. I recall when Hon Kim Hames was the health minister and he tried very hard to get 
a machine into our hospital in Newman, where obstetric services had been cut. Women who were due to deliver 
could not deliver in Newman anymore but had to go to Port Hedland, which is quite a journey away. The same 
thing is true of the Merredin hospital, where the WA Country Health Service had not only removed all obstetric 
services, but also demanded that nurses who were qualified as midwives did not register or re-register their abilities 
to deliver children. In both Newman and Merredin, women refused to go the distance to Perth or wherever and 
turned up in labour and dropped their babies in the emergency department, a place where the nurses and doctors 
were not skilled at delivering babies or dealing with complex childbirth problems and which was without adequate 
paediatric support for newborn babies who might have been in distress. This is dangerous, preventable and 
avoidable, and it is something that I recommend both sides of the house strongly consider. 
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I could then begin to look at how the health services are being managed in general. I support the comment we 
heard earlier that nurses are deeply dissatisfied. I know of a hospital from which 100 per cent of the nurses wish 
to resign, because they are being demoralised, demotivated and deskilled, and they are there only because that is 
the only place they can earn a dollar. They are bullied and harassed. I recall very well one instance whereby a very 
well-managed elderly patient slipped and fell and fractured her pelvis. She was reaching for a banana. I recall how 
it was managed. I diagnosed her. We had an x-ray done at our place, spoke with the orthopaedic surgeons in Perth, 
and they said, “Fine. We’re not going to do anything. It doesn’t require surgery. The patient needs to be mobilised.” 
This was a woman just shy of 90 who refused to move because of the pain and refused to get out of bed, which 
was essential to prevent bronchopneumonia. She then demanded to be sent to Midland, where rather than a simple 
slip, this was called a SAT 1, implying that the nurses had been negligent. How demoralised and demotivated they 
were. One obnoxious senior nurse tried to make a point and demoralised the whole service in our hospital. That was 
reversed when I said that if anything were to happen while she was in Midland, unwilling to get up, left in bed and 
liable to get bronchopneumonia, I would perhaps involve the coroner, because that was mismanagement as against 
the good management in our hospital. Only that made a change. We are dealing with bullying and mismanagement 
at a senior level, and that is something that both sides of the house and all governments could manage better. We 
need to take this very, very seriously. 
There is a lot of stuff happening in our health service, and I would not criticise any one particular health minister 
or government. It is a fact that the people who are controlling this do not have the experience of the health service 
to make a sound judgement. They are relying on information that they are given, which leads me to wonder why, 
as the only doctor in this house, I have been refused permission to speak to the Chief Health Officer and inquire 
particularly about the health service now that it is dealing with COVID. Then I could criticise the government. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas: The only human doctor. 

Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER: I am sure that Hon Dr Steve Thomas would also have no trouble understanding the 
technology and language of the Chief Health Officer, but somehow it is to be a secret, and I cannot answer the 
questions that my patients ask me. That leads me to the problem I have, and it is true probably on both sides of the 
house. I believe it is a standard feature of government that transparency is spouted—we will be transparent!—but 
it is noticeable in its absence, and this does no service to the people we represent. 
Our current situation is that, due to democracy, we have a very one-sided Parliament. I noted with great distress that 
as a house of review, we look at the laws that are created in the other place. Those laws are by no means perfect, 
because they are created by humans who are experienced but not perfect. The laws are brought to us for review, 
and rightly so. Amendments are discussed and put forward to improve what has been given—laws meant in good 
faith. In this current Parliament, not one single amendment that we have put forward has been accepted, which implies 
that either the laws are created completely perfect, or we are not getting true democratic input, and that in the future 
we will have to spend some time undoing the damage done by not addressing the potential problems in the legislation. 
This I would criticise, but I am sure that would be true of any government with such a majority. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Member, I need to interrupt your debate to allow the mover of the motion a right of reply. 

Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER: Thank you. I just mention in passing that I will not be supporting the motion. 

HON DR STEVE THOMAS (South West — Leader of the Opposition) [3.07 pm] — in reply: That was a very 
interesting debate. It got a bit raucous on occasions. I appreciate the members who have contributed. I particularly 
want to thank the Minister for Emergency Services. It was good to see him fire up a bit today. It was a bit like the 
minister of old. I thought he had sort of drifted a little in recent months and I was waiting for that fire to come back, 
so it was good to see that back today. It obviously touched a few nerves along the way. That was great. I will just 
make the point for Hon Pierre Yang that I am still waiting for a point of order to be upheld. I said last year that I was 
waiting for one; I am not overly confident that we are starting in the right patch, but, anyway, I guess they are 
worth a try. 

I will try to sum it up. It was great, and I thank Hon Martin Aldridge, Hon Donna Faragher and Hon Dr Brian Walker. 
Is that everybody who contributed? Apologies to anybody I have missed. Hon Neil Thomson, of course—sorry, you 
are over my shoulder—and Hon Wilson Tucker; thank you very much. Obviously, they pointed out where there 
are some shortfalls in government service delivery, so that fitted the motion beautifully. I would like to concentrate 
on some of the comments of the minister, because obviously we are here to try to get the government response. As 
is usual, the government jumped to its first and second lines of defence. The first step is, when in doubt, blame the 
previous government. The first step is that the government jumps out and says, “Whatever we’re doing wrong, 
your previous government did it worse.” Obviously, that is a justification. 
A member interjected. 

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I will not take that interjection; I missed it. 
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There is an old fashioned statement that says, “Even if you’re correct, two wrongs don’t make a right.” It has always 
been a nonsense argument to use the justification that, “Our poor performance is actually the result of somebody 
else’s poor performance; therefore, it is okay”, but the government loves to jump to that. Somebody should remind 
the government that it has now been in power for five years. Perhaps it is time the government started to take 
responsibility for what is happening in Western Australia, rather than leaping to the old defence that, “It’s the previous 
government’s problem; we can just pass off everything that we’re doing wrong.” It is time for a new song. It is 
time the government came out with a new response. That one has been on the turntable just a bit too long. 

A member interjected. 

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I missed that one, too. 

A member interjected. 

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: We are happy to take over that side of the bench and demonstrate what we can do, 
member. That is fine. I am happy to swap sides with the Leader of the House. 

Government members then jump to the second defence. The first defence is, “It’s all about the previous government.” 
The second defence is — 

A member interjected.  

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: The pandemic is actually right down the list. Let us jump to the second defence. The 
second defence of course is, “Everything that’s wrong is the federal government’s fault.” The first defence is that 
it is always the fault of the previous government. The second defence is that it is the federal government’s fault. 
I was interested to listen to some of the debate — 

Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I did not hear much thanks in any of the contributions, I must admit. That is despite 
the fact that obviously it was the federal government—the current federal government, in fact—that changed the 
GST arrangement. I did not hear much thanks for that during any part of this debate. 

What do we have, in the very short time I have to sum up? I think we have demonstrated that there is a lack of 
service provision across the state of Western Australia. That is particularly highlighted in regional areas. This lack 
of service coincides with a lack of preparation for the pandemic. This government was ill-equipped to deal with the 
pandemic. Sure, the government was fine so long as it kept the borders shut, but now it is in strife. All this occurred 
at a time when this government had massive wealth pouring into its coffers, and had a massive capacity to fix the 
issues that presented; however, it failed to do so. There is a lack of performance across the board in the McGowan 
government. No amount of trying to blame previous state governments or federal governments will excuse the 
lack of performance that we are continuing to see. 

Division 

The CHAIR: Members, just a reminder that under temporary orders, members voting “Aye” are to stand, and 
members voting “No” are to sit. 

Question put and a division taken, the Chair casting his vote with the ayes, with the following result — 
Ayes (8) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Donna Faragher Hon Tjorn Sibma Hon Neil Thomson 
Hon Peter Collier Hon James Hayward Hon Dr Steve Thomas Hon Nick Goiran (Teller) 

 

Noes (21) 

Hon Dan Caddy Hon Jackie Jarvis Hon Martin Pritchard Hon Dr Brian Walker 
Hon Sandra Carr Hon Alannah MacTiernan Hon Samantha Rowe Hon Darren West 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Ayor Makur Chuot Hon Rosie Sahanna Hon Pierre Yang (Teller) 
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Kyle McGinn Hon Matthew Swinbourn  
Hon Peter Foster Hon Shelley Payne Hon Dr Sally Talbot  
Hon Lorna Harper Hon Stephen Pratt Hon Wilson Tucker  

            
Pairs 

Hon Colin de Grussa Hon Klara Andric 
Hon Steve Martin Hon Kate Doust 

Question thus negatived. 
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